Evaluating spectroscopic and chromatographic techniques to resolve dissolved organic matter via end member mixing analysis.
Real-time or near real-time in-situ monitoring of dissolved organic matter (DOM) composition in natural waters and engineered treatment systems provides critical information to water quality scientists and engineers, particularly when the monitoring techniques can provide some information about the chemical nature of DOM. The efficacy of various indices derived from rapid, low-cost spectroscopic and chromatographic techniques to discriminate DOM composition was tested for samples prepared from well-defined mixtures of purified Aldrich humic acid (PAHA) and Suwannee River fulvic acid (SRFA). Sensitivities of the discrimination indices were examined by comparing (1) the differences between measured values and those predicted based from mass balance and the end member characteristics, and (2) the linear correlations between index values and mass ratios of the DOM mixtures. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) results revealed that the weight-average molecular weight (MW(w)) may be a useful approach for tracking DOM mixing processes, although the number-average molecular weight (MW(n)) may be better for distinguishing different DOM compositions. Specific ultraviolet absorbance measured at 254 nm (SUVA(254)) performed better as a discrimination index than did two previously recommended absorbance ratios, both in terms of making better predictions of intermediate compositions and in exhibiting a more linear correlation with PAHA mass ratio. Several well-defined peaks in the derivative absorption spectra (301 and 314 nm for the first derivative, 217 nm for the third derivative, and 211 and 224 nm for the fourth derivative) also were found to be promising potential DOM discrimination indices. Finally, a fluorescence ratio based on humic- versus fulvic-like fluorescence proved to be a superior DOM discrimination index for the two DOM end members studied here. In general, this study illustrates the evaluation process that should be followed to develop rapid, low-cost discrimination indices to monitor DOM compositions based on end member mixing analyses.